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Abstract:  

The aim of this study is to get better efficient replacement o f worm drive to two  stage bevel-helical drive, which will enhance 

efficiency and will reduce payback period. In present scenario, it is essential to design gearbox of reduce power requirement by 

using highly efficient gear drive. Especially fo r worm drives, where efficiency is major p roblem, the high input power is always a 

problem, as a result of this modification, obtained a highly efficient gear drive for one to one replacement of worm gearbox. 

KISSsys and KISSsoft are software used for gear pair calcu lations and bearing selection. Those results are plotted on AUTOCAD 

and then matched with the current WORM gearbox d imensions. Further 3D model is designed  in creo 2.0 and module analysis of 

the gearbox is carried out and payback period is calcu lated for the new design gearbox comparing with the worm gearbox. These 

drives are developed using helical and bevel gears thereby exhib iting lower power trans mission  losses during operation.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Power transmission has always been of high importance. The 

efficiency of any machine depends on the amount of power 

loss in the process. One of the best methods of transmitting 

power between the shafts is gears. Gears are mostly used to 

transmit torque and angular velocity. There are also a wide 

variety of gear Types to choose from. Gears are machine 

elements used to transmit rotary motion between two shafts, 

normally  with a constant ratio. Worm and worm wheel drives 

are mostly used for nonparallel, non-intersecting, right angle 

gear drive system with high gear reduction ratios are 

concerned, still they are also engaged with low to medium 

speed reducers in many engineering applications. 

 

On the other side, helical gears are currently being used 

increasingly as a power transmitting gear owing to their 

relatively smooth and silent operation, large load carrying 

capacity and higher operating speed. Designing h ighly 

loaded helical gears for power trans mission systems that are 

good in strength and low level in noise necessitate suitable 

analysis methods that can easily be put into practice and also 

give useful informat ion on contact and bending stresses [1].  

 

 
 

Figure. 1. 3D Printed Helical Bevel Gearbox[12]  

 

Bevel gears are used to transmit power and motion between 

the intersecting axes of the two  shafts, and are most often 

mounted on shafts that are 90° apart. There are four basic 

types of bevel gears that may have straight, Zerol (by 

GreasonWorks), spiral, and skew teeth, and occupy an 

important place in gear transmissions [2]. A lmost all bevel 

gears are manufactured using a special generator; they are 

commonly used in pairs, and thus usually are 

notinterchangeable. In such case, the performance of a gear 

pair is usually evaluated by tooth contact pattern. Thus, this 

combination includes first stage is helical pair and output 

stage is spiral bevel pair. 

 

II. PROCEDURE 

DES IGN OF GEAR PAIR AND S HAFT 

 

The input stage is the helical pair and the output stage is 

spiral bevel pair. Comparing d imensions of worm gearbox, 

input power, input rpm, rated output torque, ratio, etc. are 

matched with the helical-bevel gearbox. KISSsoft are used 

for the helical and bevel pair design. The shaft design and 

bearing selection is done in KISSsys. Helical pair geometry 

calculations are as per DIN 3960:1987)   . Bevel pair are 

design as per calculation method Bevel gear DIN 3991:1988 

and geometry calcu lation according ISO 23509:2006, by 

Klingelnberg method manufacturing process used is lapped. 

The analysis results obtained from KISSsys are shown 

below. The material used for the input and intermediate shaft 

are case hardened En 353 and for output shaft it is E 24T. 

Bearing used are deep groove ball bearing for input and 

output shaft, and taper roller bearing for intermediate shaft. 

 

Shaft design 

For this combination of gearbox, load inserted on the 

gearbox are calcu lated. For this example the input shaft is 

attached to motor with a sprocket at the customer end as per 

its application is taken into consideration. The load exerted 

on the input shaft is within limit  following are the result.  
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Input parameters: 

Length (mm)                                          471.000 

Speed (1/min)                                        1000.00 

Sense of rotation:                                 clockwise 

Material                                                   EN 353 

Young's modulus (N/mm²)                206000.000 

Poisson's ratio nu                                      0.300 

Specific weight (kg/m³)                        7830.000 

Coeff of thermal expansion (10^-6/K)     11.500 

Temperature (°C)                                   20.000 

 

Figure 3.And Figure 4. Input shaft with integral helical 

pinion. 

 

 
 

Figure. 2 Load Application 

 

 
 

Figure. 3 Displacement  

 

 

 

 
Figure. 4 Equivalent Stress 

 

 

Figure 5 And  Figure 6.Intermediate shaft with bevel p inion 

and helical wheel mounted on it. 

 
 

Figure. 5 Load Application 

 

 
 

        Figure. 6 Displacement  

 

 
Figure. 7 Equivalent Stress 

 

Figure 9. And Figure 10. Output shaft with bevel wheel 

mounted on it. 

 

 
Figure. 8 Load Application 
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Figure. 9 Displacement 

 

 
 

. Figure. 10 Equivalent St ress 

 

III. COMPARISON 

Compared with a worm gearbox with fo llowing parameters, 

 Due to more no of losses in worm drive the efficiency is far 

more less the the bevel helical combination. The no of losses 

occur are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 COMPARISON 

 

IV. VALIDATION 

The purpose of this project is to find the alternative for the 

standard worm drives, which will be beneficial in terms of 

cost and efficiency to the growing industry. As discussed 

above validation of  shaft and bearings are done in KISSsys 

shown. Thermal rating  for this gearbox is calcu lated using 

standard ANSI/AGMA 611 O-F97 which is 16 kW. The 

basic thermal rating  is when the losses Pv are equal to heat 

dissipation PQ  , then input power PA  at this balanced 

condition is considered as thermal rating PT. The calculation 

of the thermal rating is iterat ive since bearing power loss and 

gear mesh power loss are load dependent[3].  

 

PV=PQ , at PA then PA=PT. 

 
TABLE 2 THERMAL RATING 

 

TABLE 3 LOSSES IN GEARBOX 

Results  for liner static analysis of casing. To conduct liner 

static analysis of bevel helical gearbox – find out maximum 

deflection and stress developed for supplied loads and 

boundary conditions. 

 
Figure 11 Modal analysis of gearbox 

 

From Figure.11  shows that the maximum deflection of 58 

micron was observed. Neglecting the local stress due to 

constraints and connections, maximum stress observed in the 

model was 54 MPa near middle case bearing block location. 

This value is much below the material limit of 250 MPa ( i.e., 

factor of safety ~ 4.5).  
Also this maximum stress is less than endurance strength 

(which is approximately ½ the UTS = 205 MPa). Hence it is 

expected that this gearbox casing will have infinite life. Note 

that this analysis was carried out with some assumptions (like 

linear material, geometry  and boundary conditions) which 

may be d iffer during actual physical test. 

Parameters Worm 
Helical-
bevel 

Gearbox input 
power (kW) 

6.31 4.64 

I/P s peed (rpm)    1000 1000 

Rated O/P 
Torque (Nm) 

         1230 1230 

Nominal Ratio          25/1 25/1 

Efficiency    74% 98% 

Weight (kg)          98    105 

Raw material  
Cost in Rs. 

16,500 15,000 
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Figure 12 Helical Bevel Gearbox Casing 

V. LIMITATIONS 

 As very high ratio 200:1 of worm can be achieved , 

with th is above bevel helical combination  45:1 can 

be achieved, to get above that cost may increase 

because hypoid bevel need to be used but again 

efficiency would  be much more than the worm, 

therefore the payback period would be less. 

 Center d istance below 70 mm is  difficu lt to 

maintain while using the spiral bevel pair and 

helical combination, this can be overcome by using 

hypoid. 

 As worm and worm drive have self locking 

movement, this movement cannot be achieved here. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 We can increase the efficiency as well as reduce the 

cost of the gearbox 

 Requires less power as compared to the worm drive 

thus saves the energy.   

 We can replace it one to one with the existing worm 

gearbox. 

 As in Premium Trans mission LTD Pune, the 

feasibility for this product manufacturing is upto 40 

ratio. More than that it wouldn’t be possible to 

manufacture due to the limitation of the ratios of 

gear pair. In case of helical it is possible to 

manufacture upto 10 reduction ratio for one stage, 

and for bevel it  is 4.5. Therefore, in future if it is 

possible than we can exchange each and every 

worm gearbox even with high rat ios, so that in 

future, standard worm drive may become obsolete. 
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